Two other areas which the report mentioned were registration and faculty rules. A better system, it was stated, was needed for reporting IAP grades, which were still being sent to the Registrar's office last week. The report also raised the question of whether fall or spring courses should be started in relation to the registration and communication.

Professor of Nuclear Engineering Kent Halvorson, chairman of the subcommittee, commented that much of this was due to a lack of institute experience. A number of IAP activities require specific forms of financial assistance, and the subcommittee recommended that the department of finance be placed in "charge" for them.

While admitting that there were a problem with employees (for example, secretaries) who were unable to take the time off to register during a course, the subcommittee made no immediate solution.

Hansen explained that no one was confused regarding the departmental rules for registering for the course, but that some people were prevent because of the inconvenience of things to talk about IAP during the question period. Wide range of activities

The report to the questionnaires revealed that many students were engaged in a wide range of activities during the early stages of the natural mental process period. None of the dozen categories listed on the evaluation had been significantly favored by the students. There was no activity with which people were very satisfied, according to the report.

Hansen commented that stu- dents were not interested in hearing pre-school grades (Nursery, Kindergarten, and Transition) for language training from an early age, which could affect student ex- erience. If interested, please phone Miss Esther Soroca, week- ends, at 12-30.也正是 because the attention "tran- The Minnesota Way Cambridge (Central Sq.) (Park Sq.) 354-1160 272-7366 No lower Rates in Mass.

I am a student with two year- experience in house painting and related field. Call and leave a message 9-5 Monday through Friday. 227-2700

Airless Spray and Brush References Supplied

Bill Jonas

A non profit ABRTEİNG that is safe, legal & inexpensive can be set up on an outpatient basis by calling The Problem Pregnancy Referral Service 24 hours -7 days for professional, confidential & caring help.
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